Single person operation. Simple to use. Spans up to four lanes.

**QUICK CONNECT BARRIER**

*Features and Advantages*

One person operation. Open or close entry control point (ECP) in about 3 minutes.

Cost effective vehicle barrier solution that will span up to 50 feet (4 lanes).

Crash tested to stop a 6000 lb vehicle at 40 mph (ASTM P40 equivalent). Greater vehicle stopping capability is available.

Aesthetic covers.

Barrier cable stores on site when not in use.

Easy to connect and disconnect.

Simple installation and set up.

All weather use with little to no maintenance required.

**Product Overview**

The Quick Connect Barrier is a cost effective solution, requiring only a single individual to open or close an entry point.

Easily connected or disconnected the Quick Connect Barrier can secure up to four lanes within minutes.

It is easy to set up and simple to use.
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